
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS  
CALL TO ARTISTS                                           
GARAGE FAÇADE NEW HIGH-RISE                       
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA 

Experienced, professional artists are invited to submit their qualifications to 

design art for the facade of a multi-story garage for a luxury rental apartment 

building in downtown St. Petersburg, Fl.    

ABOUT THE PROJECT 
 Owners seek art that will play off the typical, concrete garage structure in interesting and 

original ways.  The design should also relate to the energized, creative and  revitalized 

downtown setting.  Creative use of materials and innovative approach to the 

garage structure will be encouraged.  Owners will provide lighting for night visibility 

and crane or lift equipment for installation.  If a design uses light as an art media, owner will run 

conduit.   

Any media that is durable in the Florida climate for a minimum 

projected life of twenty years is eligible.  Art must be engineered to 

withstand state wind standards.  No motors or water.  If computer-programming 

is envisioned as part of the art please consult with administrator in advance 

(garagestpete@gmail.com)  

 Art budget is $100,000 inclusive.  Finalists will be paid a $2000 design honoraria plus 

travel expenses for proposal presentation.   

Address questions to:  garagestpete@gmail.com 
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ABOUT THE BUILDING 
The 8 story, 70’-1” high garage is part of an 8 level luxury rental apartment building located in 

downtown St Petersburg.  The Hermitage is a well constructed, timeless and contemporary 

structure that will consist of 348 living units complete with unique layouts, high end finishes, 

and amenities that differentiate this project from its competition.  Everything about this project 

reflects the artistic details put into the creation of it, from the name to the architectural 

detailing to the gallery spaces found throughout the structure.  It is anticipated that this project 

will attract discerning residents in the young professional or “hip retiree” categories.” 

The grand entrance lobby of the building will feature a custom created reception desk, that is a 

piece of art in and of itself, leading through a carefully designed rotating art gallery and into a 

serene courtyard.  The elevator from the lobby will lead up to a private event space on the 8th 

floor that will contain a chef’s demonstration kitchen and private dining in a highly designed 

space over-looking the city.  The roof of the parking garage will be a mix of active and passive 

spaces for residents to play.  This is where the bulk of the amenities are to be held and will 

feature a resort-quality pool, fitness center, pool club, grilling and eating areas and the “city 

club” which looks south over the face of the parking garage towards the Sunshine Skyway 

Bridge. 

ABOUT DOWNTOWN ST PETERSBURG 
St. Petersburg, a city of 275,000, is located on the west coast of Florida, across the bay from 

Tampa and an hour north of Sarasota.  It has experienced one of the most 

successful revitalizations of any city in Florida. Its downtown, which 

borders a seven mile waterfront, is a live-work-play neighborhood with 

many new condos and rental buildings and historic commercial and residential structures 

dating from the early 1900’s through the 50’s.   Formerly associated with retirees and winter 

tourists, St. Petersburg’s population now has one of the lowest average ages in Florida.  

Downtown condo projects attract active residents who want to enjoy the downtown lifestyle 

with numerous restaurants, a street life that is lively day and night, a compact, walkable street 

grid that encourages pedestrians and bicycles, plus a significant arts community that includes 

six museums and art exhibition venues, a vibrant bar/live music scene that supports numerous 

local craft breweries, concert venues, theater companies, a professional symphony orchestra, 

and communities of working glass and ceramic artists, with their own art-making facilities.  

Currently a mural movement is happening with a mural festival planned.   



St. Petersburg residents are proud of the creative, artistic profile of their city.   The 

city’s public art program has placed over forty projects in neighborhoods as well as downtown.  

www.stpete.org/publicart 

ARTIST QUALIFICATIONS 

Artists must primarily be able to demonstrate experience with projects of a similar 

scope and technical challenge.     Artists who have not created work for exterior walls 

should be able to demonstrate how they will bring that expertise to their project through 

collaborators, technical experts, etc., if selected.  Artists must present a body of work that 

displays a professional command of the art form, excellent design, experience working with the 

construction process as it pertains to the integration and/or installation of art on buildings, 

experience with handling an art budget and vendors, if relevant.  

PROJECTED PROJECT TIMELINE 

October 1, 2015  Deadline to submit qualifications 

January, 2015  Finalist presentations, Commission awarded 

PROJECT PROCESS 
Ann Wykell of Social Sector Solutions will coordinate the selection, fabrication and installation 

process on behalf of the development company.  The company has also asked a group of St. 

Petersburg art professionals to review applications and recommend finalists.  Finalists will be 

paid a $2000 design honorarium plus travel expenses.  The commissioned artist will contract 

with the development company and work with Ann Wykell through fabrication and installation.   

The building is currently under construction.  Art will not be expected to be ready for the 

opening of the building to residents.  

  

http://www.stpete.org/publicart


APPLICATION MATERIALS 
Artists should upload the following materials at   

https://hub.hubcentrix.com/sharefld.php?share=6400&mc=41591e8d73aec3c1c4
5adc6fd503625a 
Password:  garage2015 

1. Artist resume up to four pages including website if there is one. 

2. Minimum of six and maximum of twelve images of previous work.  Images MUST be 

labeled in the numerical order which the artist wishes them to be viewed, then artist 

last name followed by other identifying information.  Example:   

1 Jones Skies     2 Jones Skies detail   3 Jones Trees  

3. Image list that includes the following information for each project (not each image.  If 

there is more than on image for a project, complete information only needs to be 

provided one time.) 

- Title (if there is one) 

- Site or location (ex. Library, corporate plaza) and city 

- Commissioning agency or company 

- Brief explanation of intention of project (optional but encouraged.  Ex.  Entrance to 

airport; connector corridor street between downtown and neighborhood, etc)  

- ART budget (artist may provide explanation of budget such as if this is an old project 

and the budget is out of date; if there were special circumstances such as a donation 

of services or materials;  expenses covered by the commissioning agency, etc.)  This 

is required to be considered.  Information will be held confidential.  

- Dimensions and materials 

- Optional artist statement to committee.  Please do not provide a traditional artist 

statement about your process.   It is suggested that artists use this option to 

provide the committee any information that will help them fill in the gaps 

between their work samples and the requirements of this project.  For example, if 

the artist is working in a new direction from that shown in past work or if work has 

been on a smaller scale but artist has developed a collaboration with fabricators to 

take work to scale.    

4. Resume, work samples and public art experience of design collaborators.  Include work 

samples as above.  

5. Resume and/or public art experience/project experience of technical collaborators, if 

any. 

 

QUESTIONS?  garagestpete@gmail.com  Attention Ann Wykell 

https://hub.hubcentrix.com/sharefld.php?share=6400&mc=41591e8d73aec3c1c45adc6fd503625a
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